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Unit l; HELLO!
Lesson 1: G REETINGS

1. Watch and say.

HELLO, CLARA!
HOW ARE YOU?

IIELLO, PETER!
I,M FINE, THANK

YOU !

2. Listen to your teacher and say.

HELLO! IAM,
DONALD! WHAT
IS YOUR NAME?



GOOD MORNING I GOOD AFTERNOON!

GOOD EVENING! GOOD NIGHT!

4. Match

IWAKE UP.

6,boo,nnoRNtNGl', GooD nrignruoorrlI

5. Let's learn a poem!

IDOMY
HOMEWORK.

GOOD EVENII\IG!

GOOD MORNING,
GOOD MORNING :

AhiD HOW DO VOU DO? :

GOOD MORNING,
GOOD MORNING,

A HAPPY DAY TC YOU !

o

I HAVE
DINNER.

€ooo,Nl$,,s!

I GO TO SLEEP.



Lesson 2: I AM HERE !

1. Watch and say.

2. Listen to your teacher and say.
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\THE CAT? l>/

I AM HERE.
IS THERE

WHERE IS

THE CAT?
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3. Watch and match.

CLARA 15
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4. Draw what you like.



Lesson 3: My FAMILY

1. Watch, listen to your teacher and say.

4€W;*i-]r'jj,r.,'

G RAN DFATH ER 
GRAN DMOTH ER

2. THIS or THAT? Watch, listen and say.

BROTHER

Unit 1: HELLO!

CAT

THAT IS M
MOTHgN.

THIS IS MY
FATHER.



3. WHO lS THIS? Choose and colour the right rectangle.

WHO IS THIS? N
THIS IS *'.

\^

WHO IS THIS?

-/lrHrs rs MYa
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SISTER

MOTHER

BROTHER

FATHER

4. WHERE ARE THEY? Choose and tiii< ( , ).

MY MOTHER IS HERE.

MY MOTHER IS THERE.
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WHO IS THIS?

THIS IS -'
)[ MoTHER I

WHO IS THIS?

THIS IS -' >{ r*ort r* I

MY FATHER IS HERE.

MY FATHER IS THERE.

WHERE
IS MV

WHERE
IS MY

FATI.{ER?
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